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Victoria Bradford
Your primer for the evening.

Lesson 0: overview

Six guests, six-stages—that is, between each of the six courses of our meal, you, our dinner guests (or company) will take to a designated site within or around the studio. At this site, you will create a stage, a script or scene for a filmed performance, and a space for an audience. In order to accomplish this task, you will each be given a role, relating roles with each course, as well as a toolbox of items to facilitate your work and prompt your creation. Throughout the meal, the dinner table and the back stairwell will play host to rehearsals and other conversation. Following the sixth course (dessert), we will take a tour around the building to view each production.

Six stages, the zither:
the kitchen the entryway/landing the hallway the back stairwell the main space the auxiliary rooms

In the lessons to come, we will provide more detailed descriptions about each role listed above. Don’t worry about the logistics of how it all works! We promise that we’ve got that all figured out...

A deviant a designer a choreographer a sous chef a host

a creation. Throughout the meal, the dinner table and a space for an audience. In order to accomplish this task, you will each be given a role, relating roles with each course, as well as a toolbox of items to facilitate your work and prompt your creation. Throughout the meal, the dinner table and the back stairwell will play host to rehearsals and other conversation. Following the sixth course (dessert), we will take a tour around the building to view each production.

Biography first convinces us of the fleeing of the Biographic—. Dickinson preemptively pinned the impossibility inherent to mimics that would later plague her biographers: there are many who know someone, but none complete. A portrait is a continuance, an imprint of its maker’s desires met with historical knowledge, and its duration. How does one know something as elusive as Dickinson? How does one know something as elusive as Dickinson? The Life of Emily Dickinson and her archive have together generated more writing, as well as endowed heightened importance to her possessions, her home. Each withholds as much as it presents, and her absence calls desire to duty.

But it is not that Emily Dickinson eludes biography in a way that anyone might. She actively resisted: she was exclusive about who she chose to meet in person, after hiding when a stranger—or even longtime neighbors—entered her home; she refused to publish but handful of poems; she instructed her sister to bin all of her papers after her death (including her poems); and she avoided photographic documentation. She wrote that her resistance to being photographed “often alarms father. He says death might occur, and he will interview no one, but all of my family.” She was a matter of her intimacies, and whether, as Rebecca Patterson had argued in 1951 was —all of the features cannot be simultaneously superimposed; therefore the evidence does not corroborate the hypothesis that the photographs are of the same individual.”

The subsequent image that gained traction, known as the Gura photograph, shows a doe-eyed, round-faced woman with a petite frame. Her expression is serious and dull. Looking at the image, I feel both certain that it cannot be her as well as desperate to have this confirmed. This woman has laid all of her cards on the table. In response to a forensic anthropologist’s lazy assertion that “The fit is quite good... actually, the features are very impressive and perhaps makes the case well enough,” refutations of the image pointed out obvious differences in the chin, mouth, nose, and hair of the two women. Features such as these are readily, and because the authenticated image we know is also a matter of her intimacies, and whether, as Rebecca Patterson once affirmed, Emily Dickinson “sits with her arm around a woman decided to be Kate Scott Turner, a woman whom biog-

apher Rebecca Patterson had argued in 1951 was Emily Dickinson’s lover, “Dickins... who looks like Dickinson.” Her nose is broad, her eyes large, imploving, and her hair parted at the middle. Her lips are sepa- rately, their corners upturned quietly, and gathered out of sight. An anthropologist concluded, “I believe strongly that these are the same people. This statement strikes me primarily as a denial of the word “believe.”

Whether this image is ever authenticated, I like to believe that this is Emily Dickinson—finally an adult, with a commanding, yet gentle, stature. Here, she has strength and confidence. She is no longer a hesitant child. Despite the affirmation that the other woman is Kate Turner, a known friend of Dickinson’s, and despite possible corroboration of “Dickinson” in dress pattern with swatches of fabric around Dickinson, as well as the similarity of the style of dress worn by “Dickinson” in this photograph with Dickinson as a teenager, I cannot help but wonder, What is it that we haven’t found? What would it mean for it to be authentically hers? It is not simply a matter of whether the image can be linked indisputably to Emily Dickinson, it is also a matter of her intimacies, and whether, as Rebecca Patterson once affirmed, Emily Dickinson loved women as well as men. What excites me about Dickinson and her archive is that she is fundamentally ambivalent: her personal life is a jumble; she offers so much, and yet so little. Her arch-}

ive teases. Her writing, her image, her home all open up imaginative play-space for the viewer to believe that this is Emily Dickinson because the image is the one thing we might be certain of: her resistance toward being captured, a quiet defiance of the basic property of the photograph—appropriation. It is her, but it is not. The other two images, simply, were not.

In her archive reveals itself entirely—ly. Her poems are enigmatic. The emptiness of her house, the light that blanches the hallway to her room is not to evidence, but to a lyrical rhyth-merous frauds, improperly attributed. The first image that gained notoriety as a possible sec-ond likeness is a print made from a daguerreotype purchased from a man renowned for forgery. The woman in the image has hair, thick eyebrows that chart her broad face. She wears earrings, her hair begins high on her forehead, and she almost smiles. At first glance, she looks nothing like the teenager in the daguerreotype we have come to know. She locked the awkward bird-like qualities of Emily’s stature—her gooseneck, her egg-shaped head. At second glance, her lips and nose bear a resemblance, but as noted by Joseph Nickell, the resemblance between two people does not consti-